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Course objectives
Provide general knowledge on 3D Computer Animation in

Computer Graphics (CG) field with interactive/real-time focus
- Shape deformation
- Geometric animation
- Physically-based animation

Mostly application oriented course
- Get use to CG programming (C++, OpenGL)
- Interactive, real-time, oriented lab class

Knowledge of the main approaches used
- as industry standard (3D Animation tools)
- in research

Wide variety of applications:
Movie production, Video games, Art, Natural sciences (biology, physics), Medical applications, etc.
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Topics schedule
Geometric Deformation and Kinematics Animation

- Introduction to Procedural Animation - particles, noise
- Interpolation positions and affine transformations
- Interactive deformations: volume-based, surface-based
- Animation Pipeline in Production
- Character Animation

Physics-based Animation
- Simulation models
- Hard spheres
- Mass-springs cloth simulation
- Rigid and elastic bodies
- Fluid simulation (Stable Fluids, SPH)
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Prerequisits
You are expected to have followed INF443 (Graphique 3D) or equivalent

1- Base of CG (surface representation, projection, 3D geometry, mesh structure)
2- Basic C++ knowledge
3- Basic understanding of OpenGL

If you don't have the pre-requisits
- There will be some short reminders for CG knowledge within the class
- Tutorial you can follow to start: C++, OpenGL (but in your own time)

Note:
- You can survive with very few OpenGL knowledge
- C++ is however crucial for the lab class!

Take care if you are not used to it, it goes fast. (application oriented class)
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Grading schedule
[50%] 1 Project

During the last two classes (2  4h).
Done in pairs, or single.
To give at the end (in March): Your code + video + written report

(but no oral presentation).

[30%] 2 Short tests/quiz
Via Moodle, during class
Announced before the quiz

[20%] 2 lab classes
Code to upload on Moodle at specific time
Uploadable lab classes will be announced
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Class organization for on-site students
Schedule for

- 7  ~1h lecture + ~1h interactive session + ~2h Lab Class (programming)
- 2 last classes  4h Project

Organization
1. Lectures: (~1h) [offsite]

Pre-recorded videos - Can be watched when you want before the class

2. Interactive Session: (~1h) [onsite]
Related to questions in lecture videos, or side topics.
Precise timings may vary from class to class, check on Moodle.

3. Lab Class: (2h) [onsite]
You code on your own laptop
Subjects are available online
Teachers will be available during the 2h:

> Discord INF585 available to discuss asynchronously if needed
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Class organization for off-site students
Asynchronous following is possible

Special case of the Quiz that can take place at specific time
Update your status at least 1/week

Organization
1. Lectures: (~1h/week)

Pre-recorded videos to watch

2. Lab Class: (2h/week)
You code on your own computer
Subjects are available online
> Discord channel please register to it.
> Report to us at least once per-week.

No real "interactive-session"
Some of them may be broadcasted, not obligatory for remote following.

Important note: Remote asynchronous following requests you to be quite autonomous.
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